discuss these problems in terms of what is happening in Australia today.
What about the hostility of the labor movement
to the intellectual. Who is at fault where, and
what can be done about it?
What concrete ways are there to Sreak down the
hostility between the labor movement and the artist? And, since this IS no alternative to direct
support for art and artists from pubiis bodies and
governments outside the labor movement, how to
achieve this as well? Some interesting ideas came
from the questionnaire this magazine circulated to
significant figures in the arts last year.
How can we promote good design a ~ good
d
taste
in everyday life and in the schools? How to help
people to see beauty in their life and in their
living? What more powerful instrument of counterattack against the dreadful cult of unreality arid
barbarous distortion of values represented by so
many books, films, radio and TV programs, newspapers, furniture designers, house b-uilders, and
pap-merchants generally!
And when we ask for commitment for the artists, what does this mean? If you start asking
for "commi?ment" in Literature, where do you end
up? What is the real significance for us of the
vast and real cultural upsurge in the Soviet Union,
its which Professor Manning Clark has cirawn at,. tio on in his recent articles? What is "reality"
dnd what is "truth", in a given social and political
situation?
To what extent can our writers and artists adequately grapple with this new country of ours?
How much and how little should they seek to
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adopt and manipulate from overseas? What is the
current reality in this country. anyway? In its
history, its traditions, its attitudes, its present
relative prosperity, it is a country and society quite
unlike any seen before. But how different is it?
To what extent are artists, whether of left, right
or centre, seeing it through distorting mirrors
because of shibboleths, laziness, or plain lack
contact and sensitivity?
These questions, and the many more like them
that could be asked, aren't high-faluting. On the
level of a n "engaged" art, the way forward lies in
trying to answer them. And Overland exists to
he!? that process.

"The strongest argument against modern mass
entertainments is not that they debase t a s t e
debasement can be alive and active-but that they
over-excite it, eventually dull it, and finally kill
it; that they "enervate" rather than "corrupt", in . :;
de Tocqueville's phrase. They kill it at the nerve,
and yet so bemuse and persuade their audienw ,
that the audience is almost entirely unable to 1
up and say, "But in fact this cake is made of
sawdust."

'
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